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structurally unstable and subject to various forms of deformation and mass
wasting. Although morphological changes associated with flank deformation and flank instability are similar
on many islands, the details of the structural expression, the fault geometry and the size of the mobile flanks
vary significantly. Flank instability on ocean island volcanoes is thought to be related to two principal
mechanisms: gravitational spreading and intrusions into a rift zone. In this paper, we first summarize typical
structures observed in nature, and then experimentally investigate structures characteristic of volcanic
spreading and rift zone intrusions, in order to better understand the interplay of these two mechanisms.
We reproduced unstable, intruding and deforming volcanic flanks in a sand-box and systematically studied
faults developing during (i) gravitational spreading, (ii) rift zone intrusion, and (iii) combined spreading and
intrusion. We recorded the experiments with a digital camera andmeasured deformation by applying a digital
image correlation technique. This enables us to study high resolution strain fields, locate faults and analyze
their related activities. The end-member models show that typical spreading structures are listric normal
faults, whereas typical rift zone intrusion structures include a graben at the surface and a subhorizontal
detachment at depth. Concurrent or alternating simulations of spreading and rift zone intrusions reveal the
interplay of the developed faults; some are hindered while others are more encouraged to slip. For instance,
while the pure spreading end-member promotes internal faulting within the unstable flank, the occurrence of
rift zone intrusions hinders this type of faulting and hence may even stabilize part of the volcanic flank. We
apply this understanding to Kilauea (Hawaii) and Piton de la Fournaise (La Réunion) in an attempt to better
identify the related mechanisms of intrusions, flank instability and sector collapse. Important implications
arise for geological and geophysical field data, such as seismicity or geodetic measurements.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The architectures of large volcano edifices, especially volcanic
islands, are often thought to be governed by episodes of construction
and destruction. Edifice construction during magmatic activity is
commonly associated with multiple intrusions and dike complexes
emplaced along rift zones (Walker, 1987). Edifice destruction, in turn,
occurs by various types and processes of mass wasting, including flank
spreading and sector collapses (Borgia and Treves, 1992). Examples of
pronounced rift zone intrusions and gravitational spreading are found
on the Hawaiian Islands, La Réunion, the Canary and Madeira
archipelagos, and have allowed researchers to explore the dynamics of
deformation and structural interaction in the past decades. Rift zone
intrusions and gravitational spreading are both found to be associated
with flank movements, so their relative influences on the structural
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evolutionof avolcanoedificeare difficult to differentiate (Swanson et al.,
1976).

Rift zone intrusions and gravitational spreading are thought to be
coupled: the process of gravitational spreading may influence the
interior stress field of a volcano edifice (Borgia and Treves, 1992), while
the occurrence and geometry of dike intrusions in rift zones strongly
depend on the surrounding stress field (Rubin, 1992). Forceful
intrusions of dikes into a rift zone are associated with a stress change
that may be associatedwith earthquakes and affect flank instability and
gravitational spreading (Swanson et al., 1976; Rubin and Gillard, 1998;
Delaney and Denlinger, 1999). Nakamura suggested that gravitational
spreading may lead to a stress distribution that traps dikes within the
rift zone and thus sustain the rifting process, and vice versa (Nakamura,
1980). Understanding the structural condition of volcano instability
thus also requires understanding the coupling between intrusions and
flank movement.

In this paper, we first summarize expressions of deformation on
volcanic islands common for gravitational spreading and rift zone
intrusions, and discuss possible feedback mechanisms. We illustrate
this for the ocean island volcanoes of Kilauea (Hawaii) and Piton de la
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Fig. 1. Spreading types suggested to explain observed deformation and structures at
ocean island volcanoes. Cross-section sketches showing a volcanic flank (in grey), a rift
zone (in red), and the main structural architectures discussed in the literature, that are
A) a shallow landslide, B) a deep-reaching listric fault, C) a basal decollement slip.
Compiled andmodified from studies at Hawaii, afterWalker (1988), Borgia et al. (2000)
and Morgan and Clague, (2003).
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Fournaise (La Réunion), because these are among the best studied
active volcanoes and serve as type-examples. The second part con-
cerns new analogue experiments in which we systematically simulate
the conditions of two end-members: gravitational spreading and rift
zone intrusions. Thenwe jointly simulate bothmechanisms in order to
examine their coupling processes. The experiments show that zones
of shear localization within unstable flanks characterize the geometry
and location of both gravitational spreading and intrusion events.

2. Rift zone intrusions and gravitational spreading

Volcanoes that show pronounced intrusive growth are susceptible
to structural collapse and deformation associated with gravitational
spreading; processes that are detailed below.

2.1. Rift zone intrusions

Most island shield volcanoes are marked by pronounced sheet-like
intrusions that form rift zones (Walker, 1992). These are generally
confined to large volcano edifices, and their dimensions and dynamics
should not be confused with rifts typical of divergent plate margins,
such as those found on Iceland (Rubin, 1990). Ocean island edifice rift
zones are characterized by elongated zones encompassing dilatational
cracks, faults and eruptive fissure vents at the volcano surface in
response to the repeated emplacement of preferably oriented dikes at
depth (Walker, 2000). The lengths and thicknesses of ocean island rift
zones vary from a few kilometers to many tens of kilometers
(Carracedo, 2000), and their orientations are controlled by a crustal
stress field that (in case of intra-plate ocean islands) mainly depends
on the load of the edifice inwhich they grow (Fiske and Jackson,1972;
Binard et al., 1991; Michon et al., 2007; Got et al., 2008). This means
that many dike intrusions may follow preferred paths, with dike
thicknesses that typically range from few decimeters to meter size
(Walker, 1987; Walter and Schmincke, 2002; Letourneur et al., 2008).
Each dike, as well as the summation of many dikes in a rift zone, is
thought to be associated with lateral widening of the adjacent rock
mass (Swanson et al., 1976). Geodetic and seismic data confirm that
rift zone intrusions compress and steepen the volcano flank and lead
to an increase in the flank seismicity and acceleration of flank move-
ment (Dvorak, 1994). Some other dike intrusions, however, appear to
have the opposite effect by decreasing seismicity and stabilizing the
flank (Delaney and Denlinger, 1999).

2.2. Gravitational spreading

Gravitational spreading is essentially driven by gravity, and is thus
thought to bemainly controlledby themorphologyof a growingvolcano
(Nakamura, 1980; Dieterich, 1988; Merle and Borgia, 1996; Delcamp
et al., 2008). The process of flank movement during gravitational
spreadingmaybe facilitated byweakmaterials inside the volcano. These
could include hot cumulates deep along the rift systems (Clague and
Denlinger,1994; Johnson,1995), hydrothermally- or structurally-altered
materials within the edifice (Walter and Schmincke, 2002; Oehler et al.,
2005), or soft pre-volcanic marine sediments at the base of the volcano,
as are foundbelowmanyocean islands (Nakamura,1980; deVoogd et al.,
1999).

The structures associated with gravitational spreading have been
extensively studied in numerical and physical models, considering
simply-shaped volcano edifices (partly) situated on top of aweak rock
type that serves as a decollement (Borgia, 1994; Merle and Borgia,
1996; vanWyk de Vries andMatela,1998; Oehler et al., 2005; Delcamp
et al., 2008). In a common scenario, a subhorizontal decollement fault
at depth allows lateral movement of the flank, and is connected to one
or more listric and subvertical faults that may have a normal and/or
strike-slip component of motion in plan view. In ocean islands,
however, such structures are often rarely visible in the field and hidden
under water. The most common type of faults observed in the field is
normal faulting near the headwall of the spreading flank (Mitchell,
1998; Lipman et al., 2006). Due to the lack of data on ocean islands, the
fault geometry typical of gravitational spreading is not well under-
stood, and field evidence agrees with three very different types of
faulting (Walker, 1988, Borgia et al., 2000; Lipman et al., 2006). As
summarized (Morgan and Clague, 2003) in Fig. 1, these are A) slump-
type structures controlled by a shallowly-dipping fault affecting a
superficial part of the volcanic flank, B) deep-reaching listric normal
faults that also affect the deep flank, and C) horizontal slip and
coherent block movement along a decollement fault.

2.3. Feedback between rift zone intrusions and gravitational spreading

Rifting and gravitational spreading are thought to be coupled
processes acting together in many volcanic islands – an idea that is
supported by field evidence, seismic, and geodetic data, analogue and
numerical modeling (Fiske and Jackson, 1972; Swanson et al., 1976;
Lipman, 1980, Dieterich, 1988). The interaction mode, however,
including the structural feedback of faults and their linkage, is still
debated. Several researchers (Moore and Krivoy, 1964; Delaney et al.,
1998; Owen et al., 2000; Walter et al., 2006; Desmarais and Segall,
2007) have suggested that the dynamics of dike intrusions and flank
displacement on many volcanic islands are governed by gravitational
slumping of the flank, which causes the rift to widen and to be in part
passively intruded (cf. (Moore and Krivoy 1964; Delaney et al., 1998;
Owen et al., 2000; Walter and Amelung, 2006; Walter et al., 2006;



Fig. 2. Spreading and rifting flanks of Kilauea (A) and Piton de la Fournaise (B) showing intrusion and possible zone of faulting. Map view shows the locations of active rift zones
(dashed lines) and selected fault systems within the rift zone (black lines). The star represents the Panau triangulation station at Kilauea volcano. Red bars indicate locations of cross
section shown below the map views, distances are indicated in kilometers. At Kilauea volcano, the Koae faults are probably connected to the active rift zone, the continuation of the
Hilina Pali fault zone in turn is not constrained. At Piton de la Fournaise, no active faulting is evident.
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Desmarais and Segall, 2007). Geodetic data, however, suggest that
magma intrusions are forceful and increase flank movements and the
pressure in the rift zone. This structural complexity is summarized in
the following for what are probably the best-studied case examples,
Kilauea (Hawaii) and Piton de la Fournaise (La Réunion).

3. Case studies

Kilauea and Piton de la Fournaise both have pronounced rift zones,
and are subject to continuous or episodic flank spreading. The expres-
sions and structural architectures, however, are very dissimilar.

3.1. Kilauea (Fig. 2A)

Kilauea is an active basaltic volcano that forms the southeastern
portion of Mauna Loa on the Big Island of Hawaii. The edifice is
characterized by a summit caldera from which two narrow and well-
defined rift zones radiate. The surface expression of the active East Rift
zone (ERZ) is about 1.5 to 3.0 km wide and extends subaerially for
55 km. The ERZ is curved, from southeast to east to northeast, and
further continues offshore to the northeast for another 70 km (Acosta
et al., 2003). The surface expression of the active Southwest Rift Zone
(SWRZ), in turn, is shorter and thinner, less than 1.5 km wide and
about 32 km long in the southwest direction. The submarine
extension of the SWRZ is poorly defined in terms of both fracture
presence and topographic appearance of the flank (Acosta et al.,
2003). Both rift zones are thought to be rooted close to a decollement
surface at the base of Kilauea at ~9 km below sea level (Dieterich et al.,
2003). The presence of this root depth and the decollement is inferred
indirectly, for instance by earthquake locations (Got et al., 1994), or by
inversion of geodetic observations (Segall et al., 2006). Twomain fault
zones have developed on land; the inward-dipping Koae fault system
and the seaward-dipping Hilina fault system (Fig. 2A). These fault
systems are inferred to be somehow associated with the decollement
and southward displacement of the south flank of Kilauea, but the
fault root depth and fault linkage to the decollement are not yet
constrained by data (cf. Fig. 1).

Historical magmatic activity at Kilauea was observed until the
1950s, often as summit eruptions within the Kilauea Caldera
(including Halemaumau Crater), and thereafter progressively by
more rift zone fissure events occurring mainly at the ERZ. Examples
of ERZ eruptions are the Kapoho 1960 eruption, the Makaopuhi 1965
eruption, which was the largest of six successive ERZ eruptions from
1961–1967, the Mauna Ulu 1969–1974 eruption, and the recent Pu'u
O'o 1983 eruption, which is ongoing. According to Dzurisin and
coworkers, the strong expression of the ERZ suggests that a much
larger amount of magma has accumulated under this flank during the
recent geologic past (Dzurisin et al., 1984). Intrusion events, mainly in
the form of dike intrusions, may occur in the entire rift zone reaching
from the surface to the base of the volcano (Cayol et al., 2000,
Dieterich et al., 2003). Because the depth of the root zone is similar to
the depth of the subhorizontal decollement plane, the ERZ and SWRZ
are considered to act as upslope boundaries of the Hilina slump
(Swanson et al., 1976).

Intrusive and gravitational spreading events are temporarily and
spatially coupled. Repeated events of larger displacements may occur,
and these affect local seismicity and thus the activity of faults and
fractures within the spreading flank (Segall et al., 2006). The displace-
ment of the southeastern flank of Kilauea is intermittently accelerated
during dike injections into the rift zones, leading to compressive



Fig. 3. Setup of the sandbox experiments. Experiments are designed in a two-
dimensional setup, constrained by two parallel panes of glass distant of 10 cm. A half-
topographic ridge of sand defines the volcanic flank, into which silicone intrusion is
simulated from a tank (here on left side). Opening of a trap-door allows intrusion into
the ridge. Basal decollement and intrusions are simulated with viscous silicone.
Through a CCD-camera and digital image correlation technique (DIC) the experiment is
recorded, allowing grain-size and sub-millimeter strain rate data investigations.
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stresses in the flank that are thought to be relieved during flank
displacements (Duffield, 1975; Thurber and Gripp, 1988; Denlinger
and Okubo, 1995; Morgan et al., 2000). Therefore, displacement of the
southern Kilauea flank appears to be controlled by gravitational
spreading and may be accelerated by the accumulation of magma
intrusions in the rift zones. Thismay explainwhy changes in spreading
velocity are associated with changes in seismic activity and fault
reactivation.

3.2. Piton de la Fournaise (Fig. 2B)

Piton de la Fournaise is an active basaltic volcano that forms the
southeastern portion of the island of La Réunion. Piton de la Fournaise
has erupted once every 10 months for the last two centuries (Stieltjes
and Moutou, 1989). Eruptions have occurred more frequently since
1998 (Longpré et al., 2007) and are fed by dikes propagating within
the upper 2 km of the edifice (Lénat et al., 1989; Battaglia et al., 2005;
Peltier et al., 2007). Rift zone intrusions appear to be restricted to the
volcanic sector above sea level, as a deeper root of the dikes has not yet
been found. The recent activity of Piton de la Fournaise is concentrated
within the Enclos Fouqué depression, from which two rift zones
diverge. The rift zones are organized in two corridors trending N25–30
and N120 (Michon et al., 2007). The two rift zones continue outside
the caldera, curving to the northeast and southeast respectively, but
do not appear to extend into the sea (deVoogd et al., 1999). The rift
zones are thought to have their root at 1 km below sea level, which is
b3 km below the surface (Brenguier et al., 2007). The east flank of
Piton de la Fournaise is open to the sea and is themost-often discussed
candidate for flank spreading, which is however very rarely observed.
The apparent stability of the east flank is shown by multiple-year
InSAR and ground truth geodetic observations (Briole et al., 1998;
Froger et al., 2004; Fukushima et al., 2005), but it is still unclear
whether the flank can remain stable over longer time periods.
Gravitational spreading, lateral and vertical collapse have occurred in
the past, as is clear from the morphological depression in which Piton
de la Fournaise was constructed (Lénat and Labazuy, 1990; Merle and
Lénat, 2003;Michon and Saint-Ange, 2008). The current eruptions and
intrusions, however, are mainly associated with steepening of the
upper part of the volcano close to the rift zones, while seaward flank
displacements appear to occur rather seldom (Froger et al., 2004;
Fukushima et al., 2005; Peltier et al., 2005) and were never clearly
shown before the 2007 flank slip event (Froger et al., 2008).

Although field evidence and theoretical models suggest that rifting
is occurring at Piton de la Fournaise, and gravitational spreading may
intermittently occur (as in April 2007), their structural relationship in
time and space is much less clear than at Kilauea.

Our new sandbox experiments help to identify the structures
typical of rifting, structures typical of gravitational spreading, and how
these processes may communicate with each other.

4. Experiment methodology

Analogue models are used to identify and analyze the main
processes operating in natural systems at the laboratory scale, such
as fault formation, interaction and propagation (Ramberg, 1981).
We simulate both forceful rift intrusions into a volcanic edifice and
gravitational spreading of a flank, and analyze the internal structural
evolution. The aim is to determine which parameters of spreading and
rifting control the observed structural deformation and finally to
determine the interactions of rifting and spreading. This is a first step
in understanding internal deformation due to rifting and spreading
and is principally a phenomenological study. Although the experi-
ments simulate only a very simplified version of the natural process
they are able to reproduce structures similar to the natural case
examples, providing insight into the basic conditions of flank-internal
deformation.
4.1. Experimental setup

All experiments were performed in a sandbox (80 cmwide, 20 cm
high and 10 cm deep) with panes of glass on the front and back sides.
On one side, a tank with a trap-door permits its opening, so that
intrusion may occur and rift zone widening is simulated at a chosen
depth and width (Fig. 3). We consider a setup with a stable buttress
and deforming the flank of a half topographic ridge.

The wedge-shaped flank is about 10 cm high and 20 cmwide, and
is made of quartz sand, representing the crustal rock-types of the
volcano edifice. A 0.5 cm thick layer underneath this “volcano flank”
corresponds to syn-volcanic deposits, beneath which another layer
0.5 cm thick corresponds to pre-volcanic deposits.

We design three sets of experiments, with a varying influence
of spreading and rifting. The first two sets are considered as end-
members, while the third set is a combination of those. (A) The edifice
flank is constructed on top of a weak silicone layer in order to inves-
tigate how gravitational spreading as the sole loading type affects the
structural evolution of the edifice flank. (B) Intrusion of silicone
“dikes” into the sand-ridge attempt to imitate forceful rift zone
widening as the sole loading type. In order to achieve this we simulate
intrusions at different levels by injecting silicone into different depths
of the flank and observe the developing fault structures. (C) Finally, we
combine the model setups and simulate rift zone intrusions occurring
into a flank subjected to gravitational spreading (sets A and B) in order
to investigate the relation between the two distinct dynamic and
structural phenomena.

In the experiments simulating gravitational spreading (sets A
and C), the basal layer is made of viscous silicone. In the expe-
riments simulating rift zone intrusions only (set B), most of the
basal layer is composed of granular material and thus of high
friction. We use a tank variably filled with silicone to simulate
magma overpressure. The dimensions of the silicone intrusion were
controlled through a trapdoor; opening the trapdoor allowed the
intrusion, whereas its closing stopped further silicone addition. The
silicone intrusion orientation was artificially controlled to be
vertically aligned along the half-topographic ridge axis, with the
dimensions of the upper and lower limits constrained by the size of
the trapdoor. Intrusions were achieved ranging from the surface
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down to the base of the edifice with maximum thicknesses of up to
1 cm. All of this thickness is displacing the unstable part of the
flank, which compares to co-intrusive displacements of an unstable
flank at real volcanoes stabilized on the opposite side of the rift
zone by a solid buttress. For instance, it was shown that flank
movement occurring during rift zone intrusion at Hawaii and Piton
de la Fournaise is mainly affecting the unbuttressed flank and hence
the intrusion thickness approximates the values of flank movement
(Swanson et al., 1976; Sigmundsson et al., 1999). The experimental
setup allowed to record and analyze the strain localization within
the flank by applying a digital image correlation technique. For this,
we placed a high resolution camera at a horizontal distance of 1.5 m
from the panes of glass and continuously recorded the experiments
at 0.5 Hz. Thus, all results show a section through the flank recorded
from the side, allowing us to investigate fault patterns in cross-
section.

4.2. Dimensions and scaling

The behavior of analogue materials must be physically similar to
that of natural rocks (Lohrmann et al., 2003), allowing scaled
simulations of natural processes under laboratory conditions (Hub-
bert, 1937; Ramberg, 1981). Hawaii and La Réunion are herein
considered to be geometrically similar, being 5–10 km high and 20–
80 km wide (Moore and Chadwick, 1995; Lénat et al., 2001; Walter
et al., 2006). The scaling ratio between the height of our experimental
model (HEx=10 cm) and of natural volcanoes (HN=10 km) is HEx/
HN=10−5 (1 cm in experiments represents approximately 1 km in
nature). The dimension of an experimental volcano flank (20 cm) and
of a real volcano flank (20 km) also translate to a scaling ratio of 10−5,
similar to the thickness of the substratum and synvolcanic sediments,
which are each about 0.5 km thick (Borgia 1994; Merle and Borgia
1996; deVoogd et al., 1999; Borgia et al., 2000; Walter et al., 2006;
Delcamp et al., 2008) and simulated by 0.5 cm thick substratum layers.
This ratio is in agreement with Merle and Borgia (1996) to generate
spreading. The height of the intrusions was tested systematically for
values ranging from the base of the volcano to the surface, and covers
the full observed range of intrusions from the case examples
considered here. For geometric scaling, a ratio of 10−5 is a consistent
and valid approximation (Merle and Borgia, 1996).

Quartz sand and silicone are known to scale to natural rheologies
and therefore have been used by many workers and are well
constrained (Schellart, 2000). The quartz sand used has a mean
grain size of ~0.3 mm and is characterized by strain-hardening and
strain-softening effects (Lohrmann et al., 2003), similar to natural
brittle rocks. Internal friction coefficients are approximately 0.6 in
both natural and experimental materials, which is necessary for the
geometric similarity of the fault architecture studied in the laboratory
(Schellart, 2000).

Dynamic scaling of analogue experiments is typically difficult to
achieve if gravity is not scaled via a centrifuge setup (Ramberg, 1981).
The densities of natural rocks (substratum ~2200 kgm−3, synvolcanic
sediments and volcanic rocks ~2600 kgm−3 (Merle and Borgia,1996))
are in contrast to the analogue materials (silicone ~1300 kg m−3,
quartz sand ~1710 kgm−3), and thus yield a density ratio (ρ⁎) of about
0.6. Since the gravity is the same (g⁎=1), then to afirst approximation,
the stress ratio can be calculated from σ⁎=ρ⁎g⁎H⁎≈0.6⁎10−5. This
means that our model is about 0.6×105 times weaker than real
volcanoes. Ductilematerial is simulated by silicone,which behaves as a
Newtonian fluid at low differential stress (ten Grotenhuis et al., 2002).
We use silicone to simulate a layer of the deformable substratum
beneath the volcano edifice as well as for magma intrusions. We
consider the viscosity of the substratum sediments to be μ~1018 Pa s
(Borgia, 1994) with the herein used silicone of μ~105 Pa s, giving a
viscosity ratio for the sediments of μ⁎s=10−13. As viscosity (μ), stress
(σ), and time (t) ratios relate through μ⁎=σ⁎t⁎ (Donnadieu and
Merle, 1998), the viscosity ratio for basaltic intrusions (µ⁎i) should be
equal to that for sediments (μ⁎s). A basaltic intrusion has temperature-
dependent viscosities, ranging from 101 to 105 Pa s (Wada, 1994). The
corresponding analoguematerial should have a viscosity ranging from
~10−12 to ~10−8 Pa s.

Thus, our models are geometrically scaled following the
principles discussed by Ramberg (1981) (Borgia et al., 2000). The
viscosity, velocity, and time factors, however, are not directly
comparable to spreading or rift zone intrusions; hence the herein
presented relation between the influence of gravitational spreading
and intrusion has to be considered qualitatively (Merle et al., 1996;
Roche et al., 2000). In the following we therefore show our time-
dependent strain-rate studies in normalized plots, and focus the
study on the well-scaled development of brittle fractures and their
interplay.

4.3. Data acquisition

Accurate recording and data acquisition of analogue experi-
ments have significantly improved during the past years. Newer
techniques include optical methods to detect topography using the
double scan technique (Grujic et al., 2002), digital photogrammetry
(Donnadieu et al., 2003) and particle image velocimetry (Adrian,
2005). In this work, we apply a digital image correlation technique
(DIC) that provides precise measures of the velocity and displace-
ment of laboratory flow experiments and deformation systems
(Adam et al., 2005). The DIC method, developed for high-resolution
2D strain monitoring studies, is a non-intrusive optical method
useful for visualizing non-linear flow and deformation. In experi-
ments using granular materials, the DIC allows high-resolution
displacement detection at the scale of individual sand grains (White
et al., 2001). The temporal resolution is limited by computer
components, such as the camera frame rate, data transfer speed and
storage capacity. For calibration, we first recorded a plate with 2-cm
equidistant cross marks in order to calibrate the entire experi-
mental viewing field and correct any CCD-camera specific distortion
(Adam et al., 2005). We then recorded the experiments with the
same camera equipment at an interval of 0.5 Hz (Fig. 4A). Data
processing was performed using the software package StrainMaster
(LaVision, 2002), in order to calibrate and to retrieve tensors of
incremental deformation. In the camera coordinate system, the X-
and Y-axes describe the viewing field and the Z-axis is aligned with
the optical axis. Here, we obtained the incremental displacement
field composed of the horizontal (Vx) and vertical (Vy) vector fields
within a stable reference system. The vector field we used to further
analyze the strain rates (Fig. 4B). By subtracting the two incre-
mental shear strains Eyx–Exy, we derived the incremental rotational
shear around the Z-axis, i.e. rot-Z. Thus, the normalized rotation as
a function of time can be given by the percentage of incremental
rotational shear rot-Z, and will be used in our experiments to locate
and analyze the formation of faults (Fig. 4C). In the convention used
here, sinistral (i.e. counter-clockwise) rotation is shown in red
(positive rot-Z), while dextral (i.e. clockwise) rotation at shear
zones is shown in blue (negative rot-Z). Profiles of the percentage of
rotational shear were created at the base and inside the flank for the
combined experiments in order to quantify the activity of the dif-
ferent shear zones.

4.4. Limitations of the experiments

Model simulations, especially sandbox experiments, always
require reducing the natural complexity to a small number of
testable variables, and being aware of associated shortcomings,
biases and side effects. In our case, limitations may be based on the
simplified geometric and loading conditions considered. We
simulate a volcano flank with one side buttressed by the silicone



Fig. 5. Endmember experiments. Left side (A): Pure spreading is achieved through a deforma
with dextral shear rotation, to which an antithetic fault is linked. At the surface, the flank is
location where the basal decollement fault reaches the surface in the periphery. Right sid
completely opening the trap door. Displacement occurs along the entire basal decollement.
subsidence occurs above the intrusion; periphery fault and thrust belt develops. Upper ima

Fig. 4. Illustration of image analysis procedure. A) Raw image recorded by the CCD-
camera, B) downsampled regular displacement grid showing the particle displacement
in colour (red = maximum, black = minimum), C) Post processing allows to explore
zones of high rotational strain in the axis Z of the camera's line of sight (blue = dextral
shear rotation, red = sinistral shear rotation). Shear strain is always shown in a scale
±100 percent, see text for explanation.
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tank and subject to no deformation. The restriction of using a half-
topographic ridge is necessary in order to control the length and
shape of the intrusion; however it may affect the deformation
pattern of the unbuttressed flank. Moreover, in order to record the
deformation in cross-section, side effects of the panes of glass
cannot be excluded. We thoroughly tested similar experiments with
different materials and without buttressing panes of glass, finding
that the structures observed at the surface are similar to the
experiments detailed herein. We therefore assume the side effects
of the panes of glass to be minimal, which agrees with the findings
of previous workers (Adam et al., 2005; Hoth et al., 2007). Another
simplification was to simulate gravitational spreading in an already
built volcano, ignoring that spreading is a progressive process
acting as soon as the edifice starts to grow, associated with
structural developments and resurfacing processes due to lava
flows (Annen et al., 2001).

An important geometric simplification is the scale of the intru-
sion. While the length may show a realistic relation to the height of
the edifice, the thickness commonly exceeds individual dike
intrusions known from ocean island volcanoes. Dikes on ocean
islands have ratios of length (kilometers) to thickness (meters) of
~1000 (Walker, 1992), whereas our experiments use a ratio of only
~10. Therefore, displacement associated with silicone intrusions
shown by our experiments simulates a series of about 100 dikes,
rather than a single dike injection event, which can be compared as
a part of a dike complex formation (Walker, 1986). We note that we
did control the geometry of the silicone intrusion. However, in
nature, the geometry of magma intrusions may be significantly
affected by the flank instability.

Moreover, the setup used here ignores the effects of volcano
layering or other mechanical heterogeneities, as well as dipping
geometries of intrusions and the decollement. As we show in the
following section, although our models are simplified, important in-
formation can be extracted that helps in understanding real volcano
behavior.
ble layer (silicone) situated beneath the sand flank. A listric decollement fault develops
subsiding, creating a hump where the antithetic fault emerges and a thrust belt at the
e (B): Pure rifting experiment is achieved by silicone intrusion from the left side by
At the surface, the slope of the flank is near constant in this configuration, local graben
ges show DIC results, lower images show interpretation.



Fig. 6. Experiment showing the effect of the depth of rift zone intrusions, illustrated for
A) a shallow intrusion (8 cm), B) a central intrusion (6 cm) and C) a deeper intrusion
(4 cm above the base of the model) in a non-spreading flank. Developing structures are
a shallow low-angle detachment fault at the bottom of the silicone intrusion, and a
graben on top. The structures are generally very similar; though change their position
depending on the depth of the silicone intrusion. The presence of a proximal (deep)
decollement had no detectable effect on the results.
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5. Results

5.1. End-member models

The first set of end-member models simulates pure spreading of a
volcano flank located on top of a weak decollement (Fig. 5A). Soon
after edifice construction, we observe that deformation starts on the
deformable (unbuttressed) flank. At the surface, outward-directed
displacement occurs. The internal structure becomes visible by dis-
playing the rotational shear, rot-Z, which suggests a dominant dextral
shear zone (blue in Fig. 5A) located along part of the predefined
silicone decollement plane. At the outer edge of the volcano flank, a set
of thrust faults develops from the decollement to the surface, together
with a fold and thrust region. Within the flank, the decollement is
linked to a normal fault dipping ~50° outward. Spreading hence affects
only the outer part of the flank, while an inner wedge-shaped part
remains stable. The 50° outwardly dipping fault and the basal
decollement combine to form a listric normal fault plane. At their
junction, one or several antithetic faults develop, dipping 70–80°
inward with sinistral rotation (red in Fig. 5A), hereafter referred to as
an antithetic fault with respect to the main listric normal fault plane.
The structural configuration of the spreading end-member and the
development of listric faults were investigated previously through
experimental (e.g., (Merle and Borgia, 1996)) and numerical models
(e.g., (Morgan, 2006)), and compares well to the herein presented
structural architecture. Moreover, the observed linkage of the listric
landslide fault with the antithetic normal fault (see Fig. 5) is in line
with studies of listric fault planes in extensional settings and fault-
controlled rollover anticlines (Song and Cawood, 2001).

The second set of end-member models simulated pure rifting
(Fig. 5B), achieved by forceful intrusions into the flank. The intrusions
of silicone reach from the volcano base to the near-surface (10 cm high
within an 11 cm high edifice), thus attempting to represent a near-
complete rift dilatationmodel. Outward-directed displacement is now
affecting the entire flank. The rotational shear data, however, reveal
that the internal flank itself is not subject to pronounced deformation
or shearing. Displacement is rather accomplished by the formation of
a basal detachment fault together with thrusts and folds at the outer
edge of the flank. Consequently, the forceful intrusion pushes the
flank, which is outwardly displaced as a coherent block.

In separate experiments, the depth of the silicone intrusion was
varied (downdip limit of intrusion at 4, 6 and 8 cm above the base, see
Fig. 6). A similar characteristic pattern was found in all of these
experiments independent of the depth of the intrusion. From the top of
the intrusion, a set of ~40° inward-dipping normal faults develops,
forming a half-graben. From the bottom of the intrusion, a subhor-
izontal detachment fault inwardly or outwardly dipping up to 10°
develops, initiating near the intrusion and propagating outwards
towards the free surface. During the experiments, steepening and
bulging of the flank occurs as the silicone intrudes, which in some
experiments provoked near-surface slumps.

5.2. Combined spreading and rifting

Combined experiments were designed to analyze the feedback
between gravitational spreading and rifting, with the main aim
being to investigate structural interactions between these two end-
member mechanisms. We show deep intrusions only, i.e. silicone
intrusions that originate at the base of the half-topographic flank in
our model, which in accordance with Walker (1992) and magma
intrusions in rift zones. In order to investigate the two-way feedback
of spreading and rifting structures, we follow the evolution of two
main experiments: (a) a volcano subjected to initial rift zone
intrusions that is increasingly influenced by gravitational spreading,
and (b) a volcano that is gravitationally spreading into which
forceful rift zone intrusions occur.
Fig. 7 shows a volcano model subject to initial forceful intrusions
and later gravitational spreading. The half-topographic ridge is
laterally pushed by the silicone intrusion and is displaced as a coherent
block. Rotational shear data shows a set of ~45° inward-dipping



Fig. 7. Experiment showing the combined processes of rifting and spreading, with increasing influence of spreading (i.e. decreasing influence of rift push). Left side (A): Deep rift zone
intrusions were simulated and cause a graben on top of the intrusion, basal decollement faulting, and lateral movement of the entire flank. Upper images show DIC results, lower images
show interpretation. Profiles 7A1 and 7A2 show normalized amount of rotational shear Z, inside and at the base of the flank. Right side (B): After t=15 min the silicone intrusion was
stopped so that the relative effect of spreading increases. New structures develop defining a spreading flank, with a listric and an antithetic normal faults. The rotational shear at the
proximal decollement decreases, as does the activity of the graben faults. Profiles 7B1 and 7B2 show a generally increased complexity and non-uniform rotational shear within the flank.
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normal faults above the intrusion, as well as dextral fault locations at
the basal decollement. In the periphery, a fold and thrust region
develops at the flank toe. More details about the location and slip
distribution across and along these faults can be seen in the profiles of
Fig. 7. The profiles are showing the non-uniform strain rate along the
decollement fault that is partly related to fault interaction.

During deep intrusion, the half-graben normal faults above the
intrusion and the basal decollement are the only types of faulting,
while the moving flank does not experience any internal shear strain
(profile 7A1). The decollement displacement is largest near the deep
intrusion, with the amount of shear decreasing with distance (profile
7A2). Thus, the first stages of the experiment develop structures
similar to those described in earlier end-member models (Fig. 5B). At
time t=15 min, the silicone intrusion is stopped by closing the tank
trapdoor. As a consequence, the relative importance of spreading
increases, so that new structures develop. The changing structural
architecture and increasing complexity of flank internal faults are shown
in Fig. 7B. Faults that newly form are a listric ~42° outward-dipping
normal fault linked to the basal decollement, which is similar to the end-
member fault in spreading end-member experiments (Fig. 5A). The flank
is experiencing rotational shear localizations at several places, with the
faults being active both clockwise and counter-clockwise (profiles 7B1
and 7B2). We note that while spreading is ongoing, the intrusion
continues to passively deform associated with half-graben subsidence
above. The fault displacements cease; most of the displacement now
occurs along the outward-dipping listric normal fault. An inward-dipping
antithetic fault develops (74° dip) within the spreading flank, initiating
near the kink that connects the decollement and the main normal fault,
and propagates upwards. The strain rate at the basal decollement clearly
shows the variable slip associated with linking faults.



Fig. 8. Experiment showing the combined processes of rifting and spreading, with increasing influence of intrusion. Left side (A): Gravitational spreading causes shear localization at
the basal decollement and its listric continuation, connected to an antithetic fault. Profiles 8A1 and 8A2 show rotational shear affecting the internal flank, and the distal part of the
decollement. Right side (B): With opening of the trap-door deep rift zone intrusions are simulated. Old structures hindered are the listric and the antithetic normal fault. New
structures develop on top of the silicone intrusion and at the proximal part of the deep decollement. Profiles 8B1 and 8B2 show less shear occurring within the flank, but an increased
amount of rotational shear at the decollement.
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Fig. 8 shows a volcano model subject to gravitational spreading
into which forceful intrusions occur. The flank first spreads on top of a
weak basal decollement, and develops typical spreading structures,
with a basal decollement connected with a 50° outward-dipping
listric normal fault and a set of steeply inward-dipping antithetic
faults (~70° dip). Rotational shear affects the moving flank, with
clockwise and counter-clockwise maxima at the main faults (profile
8A1). Rotational shear at the basal decollement (profile 8A2), is
suggesting shear velocities decreasing with distance from the rift
zone. After time t=15 min, the trapdoor of the tank is opened to
create an intrusion (Fig. 8B). The structural architecture shown by
rotational shear changes as soon as the silicone intrudes. The silicone
intrusion creates a new 30° inward-dipping normal fault that defines a
half-graben above the intrusion. The outward-dipping listric and
antithetic normal faults of the spreading flank, in turn, become almost
completely inactive. The normalized amount of rotational shear
shows that internal shearing within the flank generally decreases
(profile 8B1); while at the decollement it is significantly increasing
close to the intrusion (profile 8B2). A small step in the shear rate at the
decollement matches the location of fault linkage with the listric and
antithetic normal faults. With further forceful rift zone intrusion these
spreading-structures become completely inactive.

6. Discussion

The size and dynamics of gravitationally spreading volcano flanks
are thought to be influenced or even controlled by the presence and
architecture of active rift zones (Nakamura, 1980). Through analogue
experiments we jointly simulate rift zone intrusions and gravitational
spreading, and particularly consider the structural interplay of these
two mechanisms. The experiments show how these mechanisms
affect mobility and internal deformation of a volcanic flank.



Fig. 9. Sketch illustrating how the results of the experiments may apply to the case scenarios at Kilauea and Piton de la Fournaise. A. The Kilauea-type flank model, here shown for a
gravitationally spreading flank. A1. The location of the main listric fault may approximate the Hilina Fault System at the surface. Spreading velocity is highest at the basal decollement
and increases at the junction to the antithetic normal fault. A subaerial surface expression of the anthitetic normal fault is not known on Kilauea, though appears to be a geometric
necessity in our experiments. A2. Upon forceful opening of the rift zone the activity at the existing faults change, now focussing at the proximal part of the deep decollement and
graben subsidence above the rift zone. B. The Fournaise-type flank model is illustrated herein for a conditionally stable flank. B.1 The flank is not moving. B2. Upon intrusion into the
rift zone, a detachment fault develops, propagating at shallow dips towards the free flank. Red colors indicate fault zones, for illustration being held in intense red color for high
displacements. On both volcano types, a stable buttress causes displacement mainly established on the free flank. See text for details.
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6.1. Comparisons of experiments to Kilauea and Piton de la Fournaise

Considering spreading and rifting episodes at the examples of
Kilauea and Piton de la Fournaise allows us to re-evaluate some of the
structural data and compare them to the variously active fault struc-
tures found in experiments. A compilation of the experimental results
and application to the two case examples is given in Fig. 9, epitomizing
possible modes of volcano spreading and fault interaction influenced
by rift zone intrusions.

6.1.1. Kilauea volcano, Hawaii
Various activity periods of Kilauea show similarities to our end-

member models. Transitions in the style of deformation at Kilauea
occurred between the periods 1934–52, 1952–1983 and 1983–now,
associatedwith changes inmagmafluxand/orflank spreading (Swanson
et al., 1976; Delaney and Denlinger, 1999; Dieterich et al., 2003).

Pure gravitational spreading in Kilauea might concur with periods
of less magmatic activity. A period of quiescence without any eruption
reports occurred from 1934–1952 (Klein, 1982), during which flank
displacement was constrained by a triangulation network and inter-
preted to be mainly due to flank slip (Swanson et al., 1976). The rate of
displacement near the rift zone was low during this period; the so-
called Panau station moved seaward at an average of only 4–5 cm/yr,
about 5–10 times slower than its current rate. Analogue experiments
of pure spreading (Figs. 5A and 8A) suggest that flank movement is
accommodated by a normal fault connected to the decollement in a
listric way. Displacement at the decollement near the base of the rift
zone is minor, as recorded by seismic activity at Kilauea during this
period. Spreading faults in experiments have their largest displace-
ments at depth. Also, active faults on the south flank of Kilauea are
thought to have propagated upward (Peacock and Parfitt, 2002;
Holland et al., 2006; Kaven and Martel, 2007).
From 1976 to 1983, activity at Kilaueawas predominantly intrusive
(Dzurisin et al., 1984), suggesting a possible change from a spreading-
to a rifting-dominated volcano. This situation is comparable to our
experiment simulating spreading with an increasing influence of
intrusion (Fig. 8). Geophysical and petrological observations at Kilauea
(Delaney et al., 1990; Gillard et al., 1996) suggest that many of the
intrusions traversed almost the entire rift zone, extending from 10 km
at the base of the rift up to 3 km below surface. Geodetic data reveal a
generally high horizontal displacement rate of the south flank of up
to 40 cm/yr (Delaney and Denlinger, 1999). During this intrusion-
dominated period, the summit area was dilated and affected by
subsidence, while the south flank was under compression associated
with localized uplift of up to 2.5 cm/yr (Cayol et al., 2000). In our
intrusion end-member model (Fig. 5B), the flank is pushed outwardly
by the silicone, also causing subsidence above the intrusion, flank
steepening and lateral flank movement. Active faults observed in
experiments are graben-conjugate faults originating from the top of
the intrusion propagating to the surface, as well as subhorizontal
decollement faulting originating at the bottom of the intrusion. The
experimental structures thus may compare to the Koae fault system
and the decollement at the Kilauea base, both of which were active
during the observation period (Duffield, 1975; Delaney et al., 1993).
This was also evident from higher seismicity with an average of 250
eventsM≥2 per year (Delaney andDenlinger,1999), occurringmainly
on the decollement surface (Gillard et al.,1996). Since 1983, the scale of
intrusions has been changing again, now many being located shallow
and associated with changes in fault activity and seismicity (Wallace
and Delaney, 1995; Delaney et al., 1998). It was even suggested that
some intrusions are associatedwith a reduction in seismicity (Delaney
et al., 1998). Our experiments suggest that the scale and shear rates at
pre-existing faults strongly depends on the occurrence, dimension and
location of intrusions (Figs. 6–8).
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Considering the experimental results, we can conjecture that as
long as intrusive activity is shallow, the flank is internally subject to
fault activity. In this case, proximal decollement slip and seismicity
close to the deep rift is limited. A period of deep intrusions may
abruptly change this system and cause pronounced and wide
subsidence of the rift and reactivate deep decollement seismicity and
coherent block movement. Recent research on silent slip events at
Kilauea confirms the idea that deep intrusionsmaycause subsidence at
the surface together with pronounced flank movement and proximal
(deep) seismicity (Brooks et al., 2008).

6.1.2. Piton de la Fournaise, La Réunion
Piton de la Fournaise is often thought to be structurally similar to

Kilauea, although new studies suggest that the mechanism of defor-
mation and shear localizationmay be very different (Letourneur et al.,
2008). Piton de la Fournaise shows two rift zones subject to intrusions,
but evidence of lateral flank spreading exists only for short and inter-
mittent periods. Intrusions at Piton de la Fournaise only occur in the
shallow part of the edifice, generally ~2 km below the surface (Peltier
et al., 2007). This scenario of forceful intrusion may be comparable to
our analogue model of a shallow intrusion in a non-spreading flank
(Fig. 6). Seismicity at Piton de la Fournaise is mainly located beneath
the summit caldera; only very few events occur a kilometer away from
the intrusions and may be associated with fault slip at a depth of
~3 km below the surface (Battaglia et al., 2005). In experiments,
typical deformation at the surface is subsidence above the intrusion
together with the formation of a subhorizontal detachment originat-
ing from the bottom of the intrusion. This detachment, although
hitherto not clearly identified at Piton de la Fournaise, may be
episodically activated. New space geodetic data from Piton de la
Fournaise suggest that this decollement may have been active during
the 2007 eruptions, associated with a large flank movement event
(Froger et al., 2008). Because gravitational spreading alone is less
expressed, flank deformation is probably related to rift push and
intermittent slip of the flank as a coherent block, as suggested in our
experiments. Therefore, we expect the amount of internal shear and
development of listric and antithetic normal faults to be minimal at
Piton de la Fournaise.

7. Summary and conclusions

Volcanoes are known to interact with basement faults on
different scales, affecting the morphology, intrusion geometry, vent
distribution and edifice failure (Tibaldi and Lagmay 2006). Large
ocean island flanks are subject to deformation associated with
combined and interacting processes of gravitational spreading and
rift zone intrusions. We designed analogue models to simulate the
interaction of associated structures and analyzed them through the
DICmethod to obtain high resolution strain rates. The results provide
new insights about the internal deformation of volcanic flanks. Our
interpretation of the models permits us to distinguish two
characteristics of flank internal faulting, and demonstrates the
modes of structural coupling and fault interaction. Depending on
the location and importance of rifting or spreading, different faults
may become active or stall, which helps to explain deformation and
seismicity changes observed in the two case examples, Kilauea and
Piton de la Fournaise.

In end-member models (Fig. 5), we found that: (a) Gravitational
spreading is characterized by a destabilization of the flank along a
listric normal fault, together with the formation of one or more
antithetic normal faults dipping towards the edifice. Thus, the internal
flank is subject to rotational shear and structural destabilization.
(b) Forceful intrusions in a rift zone are characterized (independent of
dike intrusion depth and height) by a sub-horizontal detachment
fault originating at the bottom of the intrusion and one or several
normal faults that form a structural graben originating at the upper
limit of the intrusion. The depth of the subhorizontal detachment and
thewidth of the graben aremainly controlled by the depth of the active
rift zone dike intrusion. The unbuttressed flank is pushed as a coherent
block.

Experiments combining forceful silicone intrusion and gravita-
tional spreading show that existing fault structures may become
locked or activated, depending on the relative influence of dike
intrusion and spreading. For instance, a spreading flank that shows
active listric and antithetic normal faulting may experience complete
locking of these faults during episodes of forceful rift intrusions, while
displacement at the basal decollement accelerates. On the other hand,
a flank that is subject to a reduced intrusion rates will increasingly
develop spreading structures, including listric and antithetic normal
faulting. Taken forward to real spreading and rifting volcanic islands,
our work suggests that an edifice subject to repeated episodes of
rifting and intermittent periods of flank slip may display displace-
ments controlled by faults that appear to dynamically alter their
location, strike, dip and rake. These results may help to better
understand observations at well-studied volcanoes such as at Kilauea
or Piton de la Fournaise.
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